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Abstract: Extraction of text from the images is one of the important and challenging tasks. These images can be
captured from digital capturing devices, since most of the people use digital cameras and other devices wherein text
information is important among all the contents from the images. This has many applications such as reading license
plate, helping blind persons, tourists etc. In this paper, an approach to detect and locate the texts in images is presented.
Text detection and extraction is hard due to the intricate background, different alignment of text size, orientation in
images. Texture-based method and the features of wavelet are used to design the proposed work. In the pre-processing
step, the image is converted and divided into 50×50 blocks and then extract texture features. Next the classifier
classifies the blocks into text and non-text and finally, merging to have text regions. The proposed method
accomplishes a detection rate of 99% on a variety of images.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Humans are surrounded by naturally existing environment
which assists him to lead his daily life. With the fast
growing technologies, it requires a very little effort to
capture this information in the form of digital images
using devices such as PDAs, digital cameras, mobile
phones etc. The content based texts present in these
images can be utilized in various applications such as
license plate reading.
Various methodologies have evolved for text extraction
namely, region-based, connected-component (CC) based,
texture-based etc. Region-based method differentiates the
text region from the background using color or grayscale
properties whereas texture-based method uses textural
properties which differentiates text from background. CCbased method uses bottom-up approach which groups
smaller components into larger components of the text
regions in the image.
However, naturally captured images are likely to have
some complexities which pose a challenge in extracting
the text forms. These complexities arise due to intricate
backgrounds, variations in font size, obscurity in color,
positioning of texts, shadow effects and image
deformation by low quality capturing devices. These are
the hurdles in detection and localization of text in images.
In order to overcome these hurdles texture-based method
is used in this proposed scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the related works. Section III describes
briefly about discrete wavelet transform. Section IV gives
details of the proposed system. Experimental results are
presented in Section V and conclusion in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many approaches which have been proposed for
the text detection and localization and there are various
Copyright to IJARCCE

measures on which these existing work or models can be
classified for text detection and text localization.
M. Lyu, J. Q. Song and M. Cai proposed comprehensive
method [7] for multiple language video to detect text and
to extract this in effective manner, multilingual capacity
processing is used and is robust for the complicated
background and text alignment. Local thresholding is done
for text detection and extraction is by adaptive
thresholding, which used region- based method and sobel
detector to detect edges because of its isotropic in nature
and generate double edges whose density is more than
non-text regions and large font size is the demerit and Y.
X. Liu, S. Goto and T. Ikenaga proposed contour-based
robust algorithm [3] wherein connected component (CC)
method and texture-based method is used. This also
correctly detects the text in intricate background. The
algorithm is based on CC method which extracts all the
pixels of text edge and an analysis is done to detect
external and internal contours and gradient and
geometrical characteristics is examined to construct
candidate text regions and classify part non-text regions,
this model used the expectation maximization algorithm to
binarize each text region and problem here is, this results
in maximum false negatives in classification but
minimizes classification error and also needs information
about segmentation before classifying. X. L. Chen, J.
Yang, J. Zhang and A.Waibel proposed automatic
detection system [2] which also recognizes the signs
which has application in sign translation and includes
multiple resolution and scale edge detection. This model
effectively handles lighting variations since local intensity
normalization method is used and for local features gabor
transform and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
method for feature selection but used intensity images for
these than using binary information but LDA results in
less accuracy rate. Yi-Feng Pan, Xinwen Hou and ChengLin Liu proposed region based method [5] to detect and
locate texts in scene images. This method uses the cascade
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AdaBoost classifier and other several features for text approximation image, LH deals with vertical, HL deals
detection. There is a combination of text lines or words for with horizontal and HH deals with diagonal features
the text localization in the method known as window
grouping method. And further a local binarization method
is used to extract the connected components which have
text and other non-text components are removed by
Markov Random Field (MRF) model, by which text
components are localized correctly. The problem with this
technique is that cascade classifier used is less accurate
and slow in identifying the text components. Jonghyun
Park, Toan Nguyen Dinh and Gueesang Lee proposed the
method to detect text regions [4] in images of signboards
Fig. 1 First-level of decomposition of DWT
with intricate background. This is for mobile system
applications. This method uses both edge profile and fuzzy
c-means method for detection of text and the segmentation
of regions respectively. It starts to extract all possible
object edges with canny edge protector and next the
horizontal and vertical direction is done using edge profile
analysis on these edge pixels to detect text regions, shop
name which exists in signboard. To have candidate text
regions, edge profile and geometrical characteristics are
tested for each object and classify them from background
in an image. Segmentation is done through fuzzy c-means
Fig. 2 Second-level of decomposition of DWT
algorithm and it is complicated.
Global features give the prominent results than the local
features. From the above description we get to know that
region-based method, CC method and others results in
poor performance, so texture-based is used in proposed
method to have the superior results.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section gives an overview of the proposed system.
This proposed system uses texture-based method and as
we know that there are different textural properties for text
and non-text or the background, so that these properties
are used to differentiate between them.

III. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
The wavelet transform [18] was developed in 1985 and Our system consists of four stages as shown in the figure 3
used in different fields such as image processing, signal and following are stages.
processing, video compression and so on. In the frequency
 Pre-processing
domain, an image is decomposed into different
 Feature Extraction
components and computed with low-pass and high-pass
filters and by one- dimensional discrete wavelet transform
 Classification
(DWT) an image is divided into two parts that is coarse
 Merging
and detailed information. Using two-dimensional DWT an
image is divided into four sub-bands namely LL which has
coarse information and the other LH, HL and LL have
detailed information as shown in the below figure1 and 2
respectively.
For multiple resolution two-dimensional DWT[18] is
applied for detection for original image since it has
increased processing time and helps in extracting many
properties of an image where high-pass filters separates
high-frequency part and low-pass separates the lowfrequency part. The coarse information is an
approximation image which is used for next level of
resolution to decompose and other three are horizontal,
vertical and diagonal wavelet features and are detailed
coefficients of sub-bands which are generated when
decomposed. It is performed on rows first then on
columns, H and L denote high-pass and low-pass channels
respectively and for every decomposition the size of an
image is reduced to half. For example, if the sub-band
image is produced using low pass filter on columns and
high pass filters on rows, its LH sub-band and LL is an
Copyright to IJARCCE

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the proposed system
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A. Pre-Processing
In this pre-processing stage, the input image is converted
into grayscale image or binary image because the aim of
this step is to improve the image data that suppresses
unwanted distortions or noise which is important for
further processing and this is one of the common steps
which are carried out to remove noise in the image
processing [1].

In order to classify these blocks, k-nearest neighbor (knn)
classifier is used which robustly distinguishes these blocks
into text and non-text of an image and then coordinates of
these respective text blocks of each classified text blocks
and stored in an array. Again in this variable or an array
we store only the values of the text blocks which are
classified out of all the blocks of an image.
These classified text blocks are further processed as inputs
to the merging process.

It also removes the low frequency background noise,
various reflections and masks some portions of an image. D. Merging
In this stage, the merging process [1] integrates correctly
The steps which are followed in pre-processing are:
identified text blocks which are stored in an array and the
 Input image converted into grayscale image
blocks which are connected in rows or columns are
checked to have new text regions, and these updated
 Resized to constant size of 300×300 pixels
coordinates are stored in variable and has the updated
 Resized image is divided into 50×50 blocks
coordinates of text blocks of an image where this new
 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is applied for each vector has only the coordinates of the classified text blocks
and should be equal to the number of text regions of an
block to get features
image. Here in this step input are the values which has
B. Feature Extraction
only coordinates of text blocks, where the value of the first
Wavelet energy features are obtained for each 50×50 block is taken to test and assign the new values of
block in this stage, where image is processed at two coordinates of identified text region to the blocks and then
resolution levels, from each block we get seven features consider the next block from the values in an array and
which are extracted and stored in a variable and it stores now we check for each block whether it is connected
the coordinates of the blocks that is minimum and either to a row or a column and if it is connected values of
maximum row and column numbers of the blocks. For all coordinates are updated and merged with the new one, if
the N blocks the values are stored in the variable, which is it’s not connected then storing the value of of the region to
a feature matrix and where array has all the values of all an array then assign the coordinate values to the new text
the blocks and each block consists of values which region of current block these are carried out in iterations
contains coordinates of row and column and along with till it reaches to the number of text blocks and merged text
this values of sum of all horizontal, vertical and diagonal blocks are displayed as the extracted text region of an
features of each block, which is computed using image.
summation of all horizontal values to the size of Only text region which is extracted and merged is display
corresponding resolution and horizontal coefficient of as the final output.
wavelet transform is denoted by H, vertical by V and D by
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
diagonal for each block of an image, where H focuses on
The
proposed
system for text region detection and
horizontal edge features, V focuses on vertical edge
features and D focuses on diagonal edge features and these extraction has been tested for 100 natural scene images
have the detailed information which are produced when which have 3600 total blocks and each size is of 50×50
applied on every resolution and also produce an with intricate background and other variations in text font
approximate image which has rough data and used to size, color, alignment etc. This method has yielded good
apply DWT for every resolution and this gives four sub- results for the images having different text font color,
band images when performed on rows first and then on orientation etc. This system accomplishes an overall
detection rate of 99% and false reject rate of 0.8% for 100
columns.
natural scene images. This system is more favorable as it
These features are used to detect the correct text blocks of uses only texture features for text extraction. Several
images and are fed for classification stage.
images were tested and among them some of the results
are given below.
C. Classification
This stage classifies every block into text and non-text
classes using the discriminant functions and in this case
there are only two classes and the classes are denoted by
C1 and C2 as text and non-text classes respectively [1].
This classifies the segmented blocks as text or non-text
classes using knn classifier based on sample data and
training data whose values are stored in separate arrays,
which are used in classification.
Fig. 4(a) Input image
Region
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linearized and finds applications such as helping blind
persons, guide tourists’, license plate reading etc.
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Fig. 5(a) Input image

Fig. 5(b) Extracted Text Region
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